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Part I 
1. This tutorial will use a GNU Radio flowgraph to demonstrate the effects of sampling and 

quantization on an audio signal.  
a. Open GNU Radio Companion by clicking on the GRC icon at the top of the 

screen or through the menu: Applications > Programming > GRC. 
b. Open the file “SamplingAndQuantization.grc” located in the “10 - Sampling and 

Quantization” folder of the “3614 Tutorials” folder on the Desktop. 
c. Execute the flowgraph by clicking the green play icon, by pressing F6, or through 

the menu: Run > Execute. 
2. This flowgraph demonstrates how choice of sampling rate and number of quantization 

bits affects signal quality. 
3. First, note that the the original sample rate of 44100 S/s is currently in use as shown by 

the New Sample Rate (Sample/s) text. 
4. Gradually decrease the number of Quantization bits used to encode the signal. Make a 

note of which values for the number of bits cause the signal to decrease in quality from 
a) Clear to b) Faintly Noisy to c) Significantly Noisy to d) Impaired to e) 
Incomprehensible. 

5. Stop the flowgraph and locate the WX GUI Static Text (Baz) block that has the ID of 
sampling_factor.  

a. Open the Properties window of this block by double-clicking on it and then 
change the number in Default Value to half its current value. Save the change by 
clicking the OK button. 

b. Execute the flowgraph again and note the new sample rate listed shown.  
c. Repeat Step 4 above for the new sample rate. 

6. Repeat steps 5a-5c down to, and including, a Sampling Factor of 0.03125 
 
 

Part II 
7. The second part of this tutorial is a simple calculator that determines the dynamic range 

and minimum bit rate for a quantized signal at a given sample rate. 
a. Open the file “quantization_calculations.grc” located in the “10 - Sampling and 

Quantization” folder of the “3614 Tutorials” folder on the Desktop. 
b. Execute the flowgraph by clicking the green play icon, by pressing F6, or through 

the menu: Run > Execute. 
8. Open each of the two WX GUI Static Text (Baz) blocks in the flowgraph and note the 

calculations done, listed under Default Value.  
a. Rewrite these calculations as formulas for the Dynamic Range and the Minimum 

Bit Rate. 
b. Explain the origin of each term in each formula. 



9. Determine the number of ADC bits in the RTL-SDR and/or the computer’s sound card, 
and using a typical sample rate, determine the dynamic range and minimum bit rate for 
the device. 


